#1823 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 82, The Great Christian Holocaust
Unsealing #1747 introduced Irving Berlin and asked the question of why the Lord would ordain
a man named Berlin to represent the patriotism of America during its World War II conflict
against Nazi Germany, the capital of which was Berlin. The two Key Understandings of
Unsealing #1748 answered the question.
Review (from Key Understanding #1 of Unsealing #1748): Berlin and Berlin. The Lord ordained
songwriter Irving Berlin to have the surname of Berlin – the capital of Germany – as part of the
prophetic understanding that there were two (2) different spirits of Antiochus IV Epiphanes
occurring simultaneously during World War II, and in opposition to one another. There was the
spirit of (i) the United States (of Roosevelt/Truman) as the second Syria (of Antiochus IV
Epiphanes) of the last days and a competing spirit of (ii) Adolf Hitler’s Nazi Germany in the role
of the second Syria (of Antiochus IV Epiphanes) of the last days.
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Review (from Key Understanding #2 of Unsealing #1748): In fact, the Lord ordained Irving
Berlin to have the surname of Berlin to make the spiritual/prophetic point that what Hitler’s
Germany – with Berlin as its capital – was to America, (Berlin’s) America is to the Lord. Again,
America was/is to the Lord as Hitler’s Germany was to America. The question is, Why would
the Lord look upon America in a manner not dissimilar to how America looked upon Hitler’s
Germany? We will return to this very significant understanding that the ultimate purpose of
Irving Berlin’s role in prophetic history was to illustrate that Nazi Germany was to the United
States of America as the United States is to God.
It is now time to return to – as is stated directly above – this very significant understanding
that the ultimate purpose of Irving Berlin’s role in prophetic history was to illustrate that
Nazi Germany was to the United States of America as the United States is to God.
Key Understanding #1 (of this Unsealing
#1823, which is similar to that of Unsealing
#1820): The massive physical Holocaust of
the Jews, with a beginning (not necessarily
the beginning) tied to the synagogueburning Kristallnacht of November 9-10,
1938, was pointing to the more massive
spiritual Holocaust of the Church-ill, tied to
the September 21, 1938, cession of the
Sudetenland part of Czechoslovakia by the
Czechs to Hitler, and symbolized by (i)
Winston Churchill and by (ii) the churchdestroying September 21, 1938, Great New
England Hurricane.
Key Understanding #2: Thus, what the
Jewish Holocaust perpetrated by Nazi
Germany was/is to the United States of
America (and what it was/is in the eyes of
the United States, which has “eyes like the
eyes of [the natural] man,” Daniel 7:8), the
Christian Holocaust perpetrated by the
‘Little Horn’ United States of America is to
God (and what it was/is in the eyes of God). Thus, the Lord looks upon the United States of
America in a manner similar to how the United States of America looks upon Hitler’s
Germany. This is because America, the Great Whore of Babylon, is drunken with the blood
of the saints (Revelation 17:6). [Reference Unsealings #864–#873 for the series Drunken with
the Blood of the Saints.] The massive number of ‘drunken with the blood of the saints’
sacrifices for freedom, democracy, and “One Nation Under God” by those of the Church-ill
constitute a great Christian Holocaust, for they actually gain eternal death, not eternal life,
for those of the Church-ill.
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(i) Through “God Bless America,” Irving Berlin represented Jews and Israel through the
words While the storm clouds gather far across the sea.
Daniel 8:23-24 (NIV) “In
THE LATTER PART OF
THEIR REIGN, when
rebels have become
completely wicked, A
[competing] STERNFACED KING
[represented by Adolf
The picture above left: During Kristallnacht, the Night of Broken
Hitler and Nazi Germany],
Glass,
a synagogue burns in Siegen, Germany, November 10, 1938
a master of intrigue, will
arise.
24 He will become very
strong, but not by his own
power. He will cause astounding devastation and will succeed in whatever he does. HE
WILL DESTROY THE MIGHTY MEN AND THE HOLY PEOPLE [referencing the
physical destruction of the Jews in the Nazi Holocaust, of which Kristallnacht of November
10, 1938, is often referred to as a beginning].
(ii) Through “God Bless America,” Irving Berlin represented Christians and America
through the words Let us swear allegiance to a land that’s free.
Daniel 8:23-24 (NIV) “In
THE LATTER PART OF
THEIR REIGN, when
rebels have become
completely wicked, A
[primary] STERNFACED KING
[represented by Irving
Berlin and the United
States and Winston
Churchill of Great
Britain], a master of intrigue, will arise.
24 He will become very strong, but not by his own power. He will cause astounding
devastation and will succeed in whatever he does. HE WILL DESTROY THE MIGHTY
MEN AND THE HOLY PEOPLE [referencing the spiritual destruction of Christians
because of their worship of and {holocaust} sacrifices to the Beast out of the Pit as “One
Nation Under God,” represented on November 10, 1938, by Irving Berlin’s “God Bless
America”].
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